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“

Dear PEL Family,
Greetings to you all on the blessed occasion of Eid-Ul-Fitar,
that is just around the corner.
Let this Eid be an Opportunity for us to reafﬁrm our commitment
to be a true reﬂection of the values we stand for. I earnestly urge you all
to understand, articulate and propagate your company's core values.
All of us who represent PEL in any position or capacity must be personally
committed to follow the letter and the spirit of our Code of Conduct.
Your company relies on you to preserve and protect its integrity which is the
basis of its hard-earned reputation and trust.
Eid Mubarak!

Murad Saigol
CEO

“

Dear PEL Family,
It’s my pleasure to share warm greetings of the joyful occasion of Eid ul Azha with all of you.
This Eid commemorates one of the greatest sacriﬁces made in the history of mankind. The
story of Prophet Ibrahim (A.S) epitomizes the most ideal lessons of submission, courage and
devotion to Almighty’s commands. It inspires us to think beyond our individual selves and act
in compliance with our obligations. Our development and prosperity as an organization also
lies in the spirit of commitment and dedication to our values and moral convictions.
May we all learn from the enlightening lessons associated with this Eid.
Have a blessed Eid!

Zeid Saigol

Director Operations

From the Editor
I’m overwhelmed to present the 12th edition of Hamara PEL magazine with
the synergistic effort of the editorial board consisting of associate editors
and super contributors. It is not open to doubt that their persistent effort and
seriousness of purpose associated with this magazine, raised its standard and
quality level by level.
The latest edition sheds light to our achievements and business success
on one hand, and an abundance of knowledge and comprehensive
organization awareness to its reader on the other. From the
consumerist point of view, the edition is an eye-opener as it
unleashes a torrent of bombastic features and characteristics
in our expansive range of home appliances as a result of
bona ﬁde efforts undertaken by our Research and
Development team.

Furthermore, this edition is an expository reﬂection of how
PEL cares of its employees by cultivating the landscape for
lifelong learning expeditions imperative for personal as well as
organizational development now and then. I am quite conﬁdent
that young leaders at PEL have real potential, dynamism and
necessary organizational competence to drive PEL by leaps
and bounds. For the manifestation of their sparkling talent and
the afﬁliated success stories of PEL, today and in the years to
come, I have no platform better than Hamara PEL.

Ali Kamran
Editor-in-Chief
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PEL CARES
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As the saying goes by “Giving is the greatest act of Grace” Since its inception
PEL is trying to make a difference in community by participating in various acts
of charity. That includes (but not limited) to health, education and environment.
PEL believes that a small action towards kindness is worth more than anything.
It always strives towards social welfare in every possible capacity.

Health
Every year PEL profoundly contributes for the betterment of patients in
different Hospitals. One the largest health care center in Pakistan is Lahore
General Hospitals where thousands of non-affording patients are being
treated on daily basis by the support of profound donors. Jinnah ensures the
most judicious use of donor’s funds. Considering this fact, PEL made its
contribution by donating a handsome amount to support underprivileged
patients. PEL is also supporting other charitable organizations and funding
them to promote their campaigns.

Education Sponsorships
PEL believes that investing in education is the best thing to do that is why it
keeps offering great opportunities to the deserving students by providing
sponsorship to their education. Recently, fees of many students were paid to
support their dreams.

Eid Charity Drive
The moment you know that your little deed of charity has brought a smile to
someone’s face is the moment you will achieve that peace of mind which you
truly desire from the bottom of your heart.
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Considering this fact, PEL has been organizing
fundraising campaigns on every Ramadan since its
inception. These activities revolve around different
causes. Like every year, we continued support to
charity.

A team of dedicated PEL members along with summer interns
joined hands to instigate employees and collected donations
from across the organization in the Holy month of Ramadan. All
employees were encouraged to take part in our charity drive as it
can help in engagement and create a sense of contribution
amongst our employees for the help of needy people. We were
able to collect a handsome amount of money through employee
donations which were then used to provide Eidi along with the
PEL Giveaways among the Children and Patients of Gulab Devi
Hospital Lahore.

MOMENTUM

INTEGRATED
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Research &
Development
Refrigerator:
This year PEL is pleased to launch ‘Jumbo
Freezer’ in wide body category with breathtaking
characteristics such as:

01

150L ever biggest capacity of freezer with no
counterpart in the appliances industry of Pakistan.

02

10 ~ 15% improved cooling efﬁciency.

03

Higher energy efﬁcient.

04

Increased storage capacity in refrigerator
compartment.
In addition to it, PEL unveils Jumbo Freezer both in
Life series and inverterON for its beloved customers.

Visi Cooler:
Following the successful launch of Visi Cooler in corporate world in 2018,
PEL is expanding its worthy series capacity-wise in the domestic sector.
The models we launched this year are of 100L, 150L, 250L & 400L
capacities. The hallmark is:
Their sustainable design for tropical climate such as at 43°C
Thickest insulation for cooling retention and energy conservation
Use of eco- friendly refrigerant

Split Air Conditioner:
Having celebrated 2018 a successful year on
account of the record-breaking sale of our split air
conditioners (SACs), PEL feels exhilarated by
launching SAC for the immediate comfort of its
customers with biggest indoor of 1137mm length
in 1.5 Ton capacity. Its seminal features are:
4+ SEER
Long air throw even at 52°C temperature
Low Voltage startup on 140V even at 43°C

08
Water Dispenser:
In overwhelmingly stimulating four different colors, the launch
of PEL water dispenser being exquisite in Curved Glass Door
design is a windfall for our regular customers. In its cool looks,
it is the apple of everyone’s eye.

Microwave Oven:
PEL customers can now have a myriad of options on its extensive
range of micro-wave ovens as it has launched a spectacular new
series ‘Classic Plus’. This series consists of two models with 20L
capacity and robust architecture aided by well-built handle.
Furthermore, the promising launch of two models with 23L
capacity is a lucrative offer for everyone.

Deep Freezer:
PEL is second to none in the super-exciting launch of its
new crystal series of deep freezer in ﬁve ravishing
colors with elegant glass door designs. These colors will
match with our other home appliances and your home
will look more stunning than ever before.
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Quality Control
& Assurance
The alpha and omega of our quality objectives are increasingly customer centric.
Minimizing key critical complains on one hand and introducing cutting edge
features/technologies in all of its worthy products on the other, PEL is ready to take a
radical leap through product innovation, diversity and unique business system from
market driven to market driving in the future not too far.

Major Achievements:
QC&A team of appliances division has achieved a myriad of signiﬁcant
milestones in recent years to address and unravel key chronic issues with
the implementation of customized and indigenous solutions. Some of their
major achievements are:

Production Line Information System (PLIS) is a
software application designed to monitor and
improve the production processes. With its use, not
only has PEL increased its product quality and
productivity but it has also provided management
with the real time data for correct decision making.
It gives full product traceability and ensures that
product leaving the factory has been produced and
tested according to the speciﬁcations. PEL is ﬁrst to
introduce this remarkable application.
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Recently, PEL has installed a foolproof testing facility for its Deep Freezer plant
in which all the equipment is integrated completely with system through PLIS
application with the avid collaboration of Agramkow Fluid Systems. With this
up gradation of the testing facility, the rate of market complaints of Deep
Freezer has reduced tremendously. For example, the sale return due to freezer
internal leakage has dropped by almost 50% from 0.025 in 2017 to 0.014 in
2018 and likewise, Gas leakages complaints from 0.45 in 2017 to 0.39 in 2018.

Similar up gradation of the testing facilities in refrigerator plant is also in-process, whose ﬁrst phase
has recently been completed in which Testing Line A is upgraded and integrated with system
through PLIS with the overwhelming support of Agramkow Fluid Systems. In continuation of the
aforementioned project, PLIS-3 was upgraded to PLIS-5; thus integrating all the processes i-e:
Evacuation, Gas Charging, EST Testing, Gas Leakage Testing and Computerized Performance
Testing to the system thereby rendering product quality foolproof so that only good quality
products reach the customer’s door step.

Tameer-e-Nau of Split Air Conditioner:
This year another seminal achievement includes the re-installation, re-commissioning
and re-erection of Split Air Conditioner Plant followed by its complete shift over from
PEL Unit 1 to Unit 2 with the production target of 2019 unaffected. This decision has
given many beneﬁts such as cost reduction, time saving and minimal loss. Other prospect
projects are; the refrigerant changeover from R-410a to R-32, the implementation of
Kaizen program and the complete renovation of AC production facilities.
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Engineering Procurement
Construction
PEL-EPC department espouses
turnkey projects by providing
unmatched engineering services
in the ﬁelds such as Designing,
Procurement and Construction
(EPC) for building power
infrastructure projects, electrical
network/electriﬁcation and grid
stations up to 220kV level. These
turnkey power supply system’s
give customers/companies
unique value-added services and
hefty dividends.
Our Services, in a nutshell, are:
Engineering
Project Management
Project Execution
Turnkey or Customized Projects
Technical Support and Data
It is worth-stating that PEL keeps a well-managed supply chain of internationally
renowned manufacturers and service providers to execute and ﬁnish all the
undersigned projects with the high quality and price-spinning end products.
However, with the reorientation of power Sector and the gradual mushrooming
of economic, industrial and commercial activities in Pakistan, our customers
demanded top-notch packaging solutions for their transmission systems and
other power utilities. To tackle with these incisive issues, PEL has established an
Engineering Procurement and Construction Department in order to hold up to
the ardent expectations of its estimable customers.
On account of several factors, EPC Business reﬂected a slow tendency at 17%,
chieﬂy due to the execution timings and hence, registered revenue of about
Rupees 5 Billion. Therefore, PEL is subsidizing its performance history of
installation of Grid Stations for NTDC, WAPDA Distribution Companies and
Private Customers quite optimally.
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Middle East
Electricity 2019
Hosted by the UAE Ministry of
Energy based in Dubai, Middle East
Electricity provides the opportunity
to conduct face-to-face meetings
essential to establish business
relationships in the Middle East. Our
Exports Department-Power Division
showcased its Power Products in
MEE Expo-2019. Mr. Saleem, Mr.
Farrukh Rashid, Mr. Waqas, Mr. Ahsan
Waseem and Mr. Masood Ahmed
Nasir were the representatives from
PEL. This exhibition helped them to
explore new business ventures and
vendor selection.

Leveraging Dubai’s position as the regional re-export hub, the
exhibition facilitates access to challenging and hard-to-reach markets
through partnerships with distributors and agents. As an annual
gathering place for over 1,500 participating companies, it was great
opportunity to forecast market demand, gain valuable industry
knowledge and develop new areas of business. The event was split
into ﬁve key product sectors – power generation, transmission &
distribution, lighting, solar, energy storage & management solutions.

13
02
KEMA Certiﬁcation of
PEL Energy Meters
Another remarkable achievement of 2019 is the KEMA
certiﬁcation of PEL’s energy meters. To fulﬁll all requirements
and procedures, samples of Single Phase and Three Phase
Energy Meters were sent to KEMA Lab Netherlands through
K-Electric.
During the whole process of product certiﬁcation, our technical
staff went through number of iterations & enhancements in
the prototype including:
Increase in battery capacity which results in the
up gradation of meter hardware.
Alphanumeric LCD to display different measuring
quantities like routine english language sentences.
Introduction of Super Capacitor as alternate to
battery backup.
Barcode implementation.
Change in the Mechanical Structure.
Temper detection features.
PEL look forward to expand its horizons and believes that this certiﬁcation will
create new opportunities in Pakistan South market.
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Electricity Pakistan
Exibition-2019
The 2nd International Exhibition & Conference for Energy, Storage and Power Industry was held in Expo
Centre Lahore from 28th - 30th March, 2019 organized by FAKT Exhibitions (Pvt.) Ltd.
Electricity Pakistan has been serving as a platform for integrating Power Generation, Transmission,
Distribution, Storage and Management of Energy Systems. Exhibitions like Electricity Pakistan playing
important role in bridging the gap between the various business entities providing an opportunity to local
and foreign manufacturers, distributors and innovators to collaborate and interact with each other.
Marketing Private Sales-Power Division once again participated as an Exhibitor in the exhibition as
Diamond Sponsor where clients, consultants, end users and business partners visited and showed their
interest in PEL Power products & services. It was delightful experience to represent PEL at such a platform
which will result in exploring new business opportunities.
The whole Team played an important role in organizing the event under the supervision of Mr. Nasir Paul
(G.M Power Division) and Mr. Azeem Talib.
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Campaign of Jumbo Freezer
& Super Matte InverterON
Split Air Conditioner
Jumbo Freezer:
Keeping up with the tradition of being Leader in Pakistani Electronics Market, this year PEL introduced a
refrigerator with Jumbo freezer. Campaign of this refrigerator was deployed via promotional materials
around the country, newspapers & by airing advertisement on famous TV channels. Jumbo freezer
refrigerator is highly appreciated by consumers and is referred to be as a breakthrough in this category.

Super Matte InverterON SAC:
After a successful launch of the InverterON series
in SAC, this year PEL introduced Super Matte
Model with largest indoor of 1137mm and elegant
white matt ﬁnish. It is claimed to be the largest
indoor unit in its class & the market feedback of this
model is tremendous. This campaign was also run
via newspapers, promotional material and commercials on famous TV channels.

18
Khiladi Online
This year on Pakistan Super League (PSL) Season 4, PEL launched First-Ever
Digital Sports League “Khiladi Online”. The idea of this concept was to engage a
maximum number of users around Pakistan with PEL products and share gift
prizes via answering simple questions regarding matches being played. Through
this campaign, we engaged with approximate 2 million users.

First Prize Winner

Second Prize Winner

Third Prize Winner

Bumper Prize Winner
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Industrial Relations
and Administration
Hajj :
Like every year, 10 employees selected through
the draw were sent to perform the Hajj by the
PEL. Congratulating the intending Hajjis, the
General Manager IR&A - Major Arif Rashid Mir
asked the lucky employees to pray to Almighty
Allah for the progress and prosperity of the
Country and the PEL as well, he further advised
them that the true spirit of the Hajj is to amend
One’s self about the creator and his creations.

Attendance System :
The attendance system was being looked after by a third party for many years. This year IR
department took initiative with the help of IT department and replaced it by an in-house build
system through which expenses occurred in terms of service charges were saved.

Dowry Article :
The dowry article aims to provide ﬁnancial assistance to the vibrant employee on the happy
occasion of their daughter’s marriage. In this regard, PEL provided the precious household
(Fridge & Oven) to its 54 employees.
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Industry Academia Linkage :
IR&A participated in a job fair organized by TEVTA with the
collaboration of Quid-e-Azam Industrial Estate where interviews
of 300+ skilled candidates were conducted and some of them were
hired as well. Apart from this, an internship of 24 DAE students
was also arranged.

Compliance Awareness Session :
It is important to raise awareness regarding the code of conduct and compliance
policies. To address this, a session was arranged by the IR&A dept with the help of
Compliance department in Factory Unit-I & Unit-II.

Vehicle Check-Up Session :
In collaboration with Toyota Motors, a free general check-up camp was arranged for
the vehicles of employees. Employees appreciated this activity and encouraged them
to keep doing in the future.

“

ﻣﯿﮟ متﺎم ﻣﻼزﻣﯿﻦ ﮐﯽ ﻣﺤﻨﺖ ﮐﻮ ﴎاﮨﺘﺎ ﮨﻮں
اور ان ﺳﮯ ﯾﮩﯽ ﺗﻮﻗﻊ رﮐﮭﺘﺎ ﮨﻮں ﮐﮧ وہ ﭘﯿﻞ
ﮐﮯ ﻣﺸﻦ ﮐﻮ آﮔﮯ ﺑﮍﮬﺎﻧﮯ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺳﺎﺗﮫ دﯾﮟ ﮔﮯ
ﻣﯿﺠﺮ ﻋﺎرف راﺷﺪ ﻣﯿﺮ

Distinctive Hobbies of PEL Employees

PEL FAMILY
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Cycling with
Usman Aziz Sheikh
Sr. Sales Engineer at Mkt PD Pvt Sales

Two years ago, I along with my friends,
started cycling just to revive our dull routine.
I must say that this exercise changed our
whole outlook on life. It turned out to be
much more than mere physical activity. Sure,
it helps you to get your body into shape but
in my experience, cycling became a source of
networking. Bike riding not only helped me
to offset some of the sedentary lifestyles I
had adopted but it also helped me to develop
some good skills such as multi-tasking,
optimism, focus, mental strength, and quick
decision making.

Ride Vespa Scooter
with Zain Ali Baqir
Area Sales Ofﬁcer at Peshawar Ofﬁce

I always had a passion for old Scooters. I rode
motorcycles but when I ﬁrst got on a Vespa
Scooter, I immediately fell for it. For this passion, I
and my friends started making our own Vespa
Scooters. But this task wasn’t easy as we had to
buy its parts which weren’t only inaccessible but
also exorbitant. We had to wander around
different cities to get them. Then we successfully
assembled parts and made our own Vespa
scooter for the ﬁrst time. Words cannot express
how contented we were to have our ﬁrst innovation. Now each of us has his own Vespa beautifully modiﬁed and we roam around different cities
on our customized Scooters. I must say “Life is a
journey, Enjoy the ride!”
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Sketching with
Irfan Farid
Audit Ofﬁcer at Internal Audit

I started sketching when I was in 5th grade. I had
always been creative and enjoyed making
drawings as a kid. But I wasn’t aware of my talent.
When I got into 8th grade, my drawing teacher
recognized it and helped me to bring my talent to
the table. She taught me all the good techniques
to master this skill. Then she made me participate
in Nazria-e-Pakistan Foundation’s competition
where I got a special prize on my exceptional
work by Mr. Javed Iqbal (Son of Allama Iqbal). On
that moment I felt as If I have accomplished
everything. Ever since I’m drawing sketches and I
have improved a lot. I must say that drawing and
painting is the best way to relieve stress and
overcome depression.

Traveling with
Anees Ur Rehman
Vendor Development Engineer at Maintenance & VD

I have visited dozens of places and every place has introduced me to a new
experience. How much time I have spent in traveling has never been wasted.
The most amazing thing I like about traveling is that it gives you a break from
technology, connects you with nature and
make you feel grateful for the blessings of
Allah Almighty. Once I visited Naran with
my friends, we faced heavy rain for 3 days
and the roads were deteriorated. It was
extremely difﬁcult to cross the water but
passengers supported each other and it
took 14 hours to reach Abbottabad. Such
incidents don’t shatter my conﬁdence
and I feel braver to handle these
situations. I have covered almost all
Northern areas of Pakistan and my next
destination is Shimshal Valley & Chitral to
Parsan.
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PEL Appliances Scheme
for Employees
This year PEL has come with the bombastic purchase discount
offers exclusively for its employees on virtually all of its home
appliances. PEL believes that this buying opportunity is planned
solely to beneﬁt the employees beyond ﬁnancial intents. Therefore, with step by step six month installment program on one
hand and the schema of super-exciting bundle offers on the other,
this initiative has become part and parcel to our eminent HR practices and organizational commitment. Having received an overwhelming
response hitherto, PEL forethinks to come up with ever spectacular offers
for its valued employees in the years ahead.

Dinner and Certificate
Distribution of
Hamara PEL 11th Edition
To appreciate the assiduous Editorial Board,
dinner was arranged by Mr. Ali Kamran at
Nadeem Buffet. This gathering is a ritual to
celebrate the launch of a new edition,
thanking all members for their tireless
efforts and discuss the way forward. Along
with the delicious dinner, certiﬁcates were
also distributed. We look forward to expanding our team and welcome new ideas and
suggestions to improve the coming editions.
If any employee thinks that they can add
value and bring energy into future editions,
please join and help us raise the standard.
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THE BIBLIOPHILES’ CORNER
A Brief History of Humankind by Zain-ul-Abedin
Starting from the birth of space, time and energy through big bang 13.5 billion
years ago, Harari (author of this book), divides history of humankind into four
phases: The Cognitive Revolution around 70,000 BCE, The Agricultural
Revolution around 10,000 BCE, The Uniﬁcation of Humankind and lastly, The
Scientiﬁc Revolution 500 years ago. From the standpoint of Darwinism, the
author believes in human evolution at the level of cognition (ability to understand through thought and senses) to its present state as Homo sapiens with
the extinction of Neanderthals (archaic humans) and other Megafauna (giant
extinct animals).
This book critically examines modern science’s undecided aims reﬂected by the
violation of the laws of natural selection (biological evolution) and their
replacement with the laws of intelligent design through bioengineering, cyborg
engineering and the engineering of inorganic life. It invites its audience to raise
relevant questions on ethical, bioethical, political and legal foregrounds to
challenge the sanctity of these projects. Harari ends with a serious question to
the scientists all over the world “What do we want to want?” which makes his
book exceptionally striking and larger than life.

Thinking, Fast and Slow by Abdul Wahab Tahir
Imagine going on a journey with two of your best friends. Those two have
ridiculously different personalities. One friend is effortless punk and his
favorite sport is “jumping to conclusions” while the other is analytical and likes
to play crossword puzzle. One is fast while other is fastidious. Every decision
on a journey is made by either of a friend. These two characters are personiﬁed
by me, whom Daniel Kahneman represented as two functionalities of the brain.
Function 1 is your instinct or gut reaction like feeling disgusted after eating a
terrible food whereas Function 2 is a slow and rational function of the brain
which is activated when you solve a mathematical equation. Both these
functions are active when we are awake. Function 1 runs automatically and is
low-effort mode and continuously generates suggestions while function 2
turns those suggestions into voluntary action.
This book has a total of 5 parts. Part 1 deals with the concept of a dual system
of the brain. Part 2 and 3 deals with heuristics, biases, and over-conﬁdence.
Part 4 illustrates about the choices we make and how we make. Last part
summarizes the book, present a general view of life and happiness is discussed.
This book is meticulously well researched and covers too much wisdom in
pages. It is, however, could be challenging to read at a fast pace.
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by Shabana Kiran Riaz

My Battle with Father’s

Being an elder daughter, it requires the spirit to stay
strong and manage work-life balance. You taste what
real life is when you have to look after your family
matters along with medical expenses simultaneously. It
is more of a battle and every day we are ﬁghting with
new hope. These words are just an expression of my
experiences and I want sincere prayers from all of you.

Thank
you!

It was 8th April 2019 when my father suddenly felt
pain at the left side of his waist. We visited the doctor
and were prescribed some medicines along with an
ultrasound test. The report showed that his liver size
was exceeded than normal. His pain was getting
worse in the next few days and doctors were unable
to understand the reason. My father is a very strong
person and doesn’t bother ordinary pain but this time
it was hard. After conducting some other tests and
check-ups, he was diagnosed with the last stage of
liver cancer which reached to his spinal cord.

From Lahore to Sawat, we visited each potential
source for his recovery. At every step, we had to face
administrative and management issues. Watching him
crumbled under heavy dosage of medicines took
immense courage which I never knew I had. Nothing
in life can prepare you for it unless you face and feel it.
My father went through three cycles of Radiation and
Chemotherapy during which he collapsed many times,
had a variety of side effects such as weight reduction,
nausea, and constant fever. We had to extend the
intervals between his cycles of radiation so he could
recover and prepare himself for another cycle.
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In the Memory of

Farrukh
Mehmood

“

Death is nothing at all.

It does not count; I have only
slipped away into the next room
Mr. Farrukh Mehmood joined PEL on July 23, 2013 in Marketing Power Division. He served
passionately for 5 years as a Sr. Sales Executive. During his stay he developed his reputation as
hard working and compassionate person. May his soul rest in peace!
A friend in need is a friend indeed” Farrukh was a true example of this quotation. He was a caring
person and always trying to bring smiles on others face. I still can’t believe that he is no more with
us here in the ofﬁce today. No one will ever replace his place for me. Mujtaba Ali
Farukh’s death was a big shock for me and everyone around him. It is a great loss when a close
friend unexpectedly leaves. He was a special friend and an amazing person who would light up the
room with his presence. He had intelligence, wit, charm and a caring heart that made him a great
friend. He will always be missed. Usman Zahur

Hamara PEL is on Instagram
Since everything has been digitalized, why shouldn't Hamara PEL? Taking this initiative, we
are glad to share our Instagram page named "Hamara PEL". You can catch live updates and
behind the scene, team meetings and other happenings in PEL on this account. You can also
ﬁnd us by writing “#hamarapel” in the search option. Do follow our account to stay updated.
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ETHICAL

DECISION MAKING

CON

As we live our lives, whether as a parent or child, relative or friend, or manager or employee; we presumably try to live up to all expectations; those of
others and of ourselves. Our life goals revolve around making a decent living,
having successful work careers, making our loved ones proud, and taking care
of the well-being of our families in peace and comfort. Having so many
motivations to achieve these goals, we inevitably face ethical dilemmas on
daily basis. Sometimes we don’t even realize we are facing these dilemmas
and just go with the ﬂow. In other cases we do realize that our actions could
have ethical implications yet we consciously or unconsciously decide to
ignore them. Often, this is because we choose “what needs to be done”
over “what ought to be done”.
We all want to live in a world where doing the right thing is a more common
occurrence. Yet we seem to be going down the spiral in terms of creating a
culture of ethics around us. Why do you think that is? I believe that reason of
our ethical decline is mainly the “everybody does it” mentality.

LET ME EXPLAIN THIS WITH AN EXAMPLE:
When Tipu was 6 years old, he was with his father when they were caught
speeding. His father handed the trafﬁc warden a 500 rupees note with his
driver’s license. “It’s OK, son,” his father said as they drove off. “EVERYBODY DOES IT.”
When he was 8, his mother took him to his ﬁrst movie theater visit. The ticket
seller couldn’t ﬁnd any seats until his mother offered an extra 200 rupees. “It’s
OK, son,” she said. “EVERYBODY DOES IT.”
When he was 12, his uncle met a car accident due to breaking the trafﬁc rules.
Fortunately, his uncle remained unharmed but the car got badly damaged. He
persuaded the insurance company that the accident occurred due to mechanical
failure. He collected the insurance money. “It’s OK, kid,” he said as they walked
out of the Insurance Company’s ofﬁce. “EVERYBODY DOES IT.”
When he was 16, he took his ﬁrst summer job at a market. His assignment was
to put the overripe strawberries in the bottom of the boxes and the good ones
on top where they would show. “It’s OK, son,” the manager said.
“EVERYBODY DOES IT.”
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“

I’m coming in ﬁve minutes!” is probably the most
overused lie virtually all of us are guilty of telling. No
matter how momentary, we ﬁnd lying as the most
convenient way out of trouble.
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At the age of 19, he was approached by a public ofﬁce holder who offered the
examination answers for 5000 rupees. “It’s OK, son,” he said. “Everybody does
it.” Tipu got caught and sent home in disgrace. “How could you do this to your
family?” his father said. “You never learned anything like this at home!”
Ethical decision making entails more than a mere desire of doing so. It requires one
to actually practice one’s ethical and moral values by evaluating the dilemmatic
situation, eliminating unethical options and choosing the best alternative from an
ethical standpoint. It requires us to always strive to make ethically sound decisions
rather than ration¬alizing our actions based on our own perceived self-interests
(as elucidated in the above example).
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COMMITMENT: The desire to do the right thing regardless of the cost
CONSCIOUSNESS: The awareness to consistently apply moral convictions to daily behavior
COMPETENCY: The ability to evaluate available information, develop alternatives, and
foresee potential consequences and risks.

BUDDHA

RTUE

The process of making ethical decisions basically requires the following three
ingredients:

An ethical society is one that values its commitment to do the
right thing regardless of what it may cost. It’s not an easy standard to live by, but surely one worth pursuing.

PEL Ethics & Compliance Helpline
Email: speakup@pelgroup.com.pk
Phone: +92 42 35920119
Whatsapp: +92 301 8456349
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EXPEDITIONS

LIFELONG LEARNING
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You don’t have to be great to start, but you have to start to be great.
While getting their education, most of the people imagine that having a
job would be their ultimate goal post learning life. The reality, however,
goes contrary to this conception. Leadership theorists and social
scientists purport that even after entering into professional life; the
process of learning never comes to a halt. Certainly, there is always
something that you don’t know and there is always someone who knows
more than you, perhaps any better. The endeavor to being a perfectionist
at work nudges one to keep improving one’s skill-kit time and again.

Since, PEL is very well conscious of its
organizational commitment and shared
responsibilities in human development
framework; we take hefty initiatives any now
and then to make all our employees realize it
too. As a consequence, we have had a myriad
of learning expeditions during ﬁrst half of
this year.
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Open Enrollment
Programs
01

Getting More – Negotiating in the Real World by LUMS(REDC) attended by Mr. Zeid Saigol,
Syed Manzar Hassan, Mr. Azam Aziz and Mr. Muhammad Hanif Ahmed.

02

Management Dynamics and Solutions by Expert Training Institute attended by Mr. Muhammad
Asif(QHSE), Mr. Muhammad Shahbaz Nazar, Mr. Muhammad Ali Khurram, Mr. Anwar Ul Haq
and Mian Muhammad Shahzad.

03

CFO Conference 2019 by ICAP attended by Mr. Muhammad Shahzad Safder, Mr. Naveed
Ahmed Zafar, Mr. Muhammad Waseem Mir, Mr. Rohan Zafar Hashmi and Mr. Umar Shahzad.

04

#SMEX2019 by PSTD attended by Mr. Amer Fayyaz Khawaja, Mr. Arshad Ali(Accounts), Mr.
Arslan Muhammad Nawaz and Nadeem Ud Din.

05

National Tax Conference 2019 by ICAP attended by Mr. Arshad Ali(Accounts), Mr. Muhammad
Waseem Mir, Mr. Muhammad Shahzad Safder and Mr. Naveed Ahmed Zafar.

06

Happiness Workout by Learning Minds attended by Mr. Inam Ullah Khan.

07

Care for a Better You by PSTD attended by Ms. Khadija Yousaf, Ms. Amna Haider, Ms. Sehar
Nasim, Ms. Khazina Dar, Ms. Shamaila Naz, Ms. Maham Shahzadi, Ms. Shabana Kiran Riaz and
Ms. Adeela Riaz.

08

Learn Fest 2019 by Management House attended by Mr. Naveed Arif.

09

Train the Trainer by Funverks attended by Mr. Arshad Ali(HR).

10

Building Winning Cultures by Franklin Covey attended by Mr. Ali Kamran,
Mr. Raza Nabi and Ms. Khadija Yousaf.
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PEL Customized
Programs
DRIVE
Coming together is beginning, keeping together is
progress and working together is a success.
Irrefutably, from day one, PEL resolves to help its
new employees to become an integral part of its
zealous team. “DRIVE” is an event of a thread to
familiarize its employees with the culture and
norms at PEL.

In this program, a large number of PEL employees
across Pakistan were invited. A full day boarding
program which included diverse sessions such as
PEL policies and procedures, productivity goals
and social commitments, personal as well as
institutional development, and last but not the
least, a thorough factory

visit accompanied by edifying interactions
with respective HODs and colleagues made
this program a worthwhile expedition.
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Personal Mastery
At the crossroad of emerging challenges, PersonalDevelopment is way crucial. Our life long experience
posits that leadership, teamwork, communication and
problem solving are essential building blocks of
personal mastery. To achieve that milestone, PEL HR
Team arranged the relevant in-house training which
assisted employees to assess their interpersonal skills
and competencies to fully throttle their potential for
the better. It opened a window of opportunity for
participants to exchange their ideas and come up with
creative ways of doing things.

IT Policies
Awareness Session
In our age, cyberwarfare is rampant. PEL redeﬁned and
maintains its certain key policies with regard to the use and
security of its computer systems, networks, and information
resources. All users of these facilities, including technology
developers, end users, and resource administrators, are
expected to be familiar with these policies and the very
consequences in-case of any misuse/violation. While
conjecturing its rising signiﬁcance, the PEL IT experts
initiated an in-session awareness regarding those policies.

Third Party Due Diligence Policy
PEL is privileged to have worked with numerous third parties in different
capacities (vendors, distributors, JV Partners, etc.). Evaluating a growing need
to further scale up PEL business in ever systematic and collaborative way, it
deﬁned governing policy guidelines to select the right partners carefully.
Keeping this in view, the PEL Compliance department organized an awareness
session with a special focus on the Third Party Due Diligence policy for those
employees who frequently underwent third party interactions.
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Passion to Lead 2
A winning mindset, like success in business is not handed to you,
one must cultivate a winning landscape over time. Analyzing the
underlined lesson, we arranged another learning program
“Passion to Lead 2” for the sales team of our AD division while
targeting its impact on Karachi and Lahore. Its ample focus was
laid on building great teams and exploring one’s self, resulting in
better performance both as individuals and groups. During the
program, our employees got the gilded opportunity to participate
in learning activities and learnt to encounter multiple challenges in
the result of which they succeeded to explore and mushroom their
real potentials.

Infinity – Management for Emerging Leaders
Managing a team to success requires more than just simply appointing tasks to
people. Being in-charge of team, an imperative role in cultivating business crop
demands a bombastic fusion of interpersonal, technical, and organizational skills.
Reﬂecting its ever recognizable worth, we arranged “Inﬁnity – Management for
Emerging Leaders” with the focused intent to help emerging leaders to effectively
take on the responsibility for business excellence. This program was facilitated by
Mr. Sahil Adeem through PSTD platform.
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IDEAL – Creativity and Problem Solving
Individual creativity has a great power but group creativity has greater, as it helps to resolve
complex interplays by utilizing individual creative resources at workplace. The optimal way to
investigate group creativity is to overcome one’s weakness by strength. To actualize it, PEL
called a session on creativity and problem-solving. In this training, we engaged employees to
think like a designer (a creative-being), who can transform the way of developing products,
services, processes, and strategy.

Contemporary studies claim that design-thinking
approach helps bringing together what is
desirable from a human point of view with what is
technologically feasible and economically viable.
This program was facilitated with LEGO blocks
by Mr. Ali Saeed through PSTD platform.
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Karo Mumkin

One Department One Organization
Recently an important department “Switchgear” shifted from
Unit 1 to Unit 2. After shifting, several challenges were faced
such as inappropriate inventory management, production
delays, housekeeping issues, environmental compliance issues
and non-cooperative attitude of workers.
In order to cope up with these, management
decided to run a project and services of Mr. Hasan
Haider (CEO - Asian Competitiveness Institute
(ACI) (Pvt.) Ltd were availed. Through this project,
various management/ﬁnancial methodologies
such as Kaizen, Lean, 5S, QCC, SCM etc. were
applied with the mandate to make this department
“Model Department” for others to follow ensuring
continual improvement journey in the organization.

Emotional Significance of Colors
Color is a powerful communication tool and can be
used to signal action, inﬂuence mood, and even
inﬂuence physiological reactions. Based on this,
PEL HR Department organized bite size session
where participants got a chance to understand the
psychology of colors and participated in coloring
“Mandala” shapes. Coloring in these speciﬁc shapes
helps releases stress and boost creativity. At the
end of the session, different groups created
masterpieces and expressed their creativity skills
to transform the way of developing products,
services, processes, and strategy.
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Glimpse of Multiple
Sessions
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Iftikhar Ahmad
Senior GM Sales-AD

Aliza Shabbir
MTO-HR Dept

Amjad Hussain

ASO Gujrat-Sales Dept

Hasan Iqbal
ASO Quetta-Sales Dept

!

Birthday
Celebrations

Altaf Javed

Branch ManagerBurewala-Sales Dept
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Abdul Malik
ASO Lahore-Sales Dept

!

Distribution of
B’day Cards
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Recently HR team distributed birthday
cards and gift vouchers between employees
and wished them by visiting in-person. This
small gesture brought smile on their faces.
Everyone expressed deep gratitude and
acknowledged this effort.

Development AD

Team Dinner at Butt Karahi

EPC Department

Team Aftar at
Monal Restaurant Lahore

Mkt Pvt Sales Power Division

Team Dinner at La Atrium

Customer Services Department

Team Aftar at Pizza Hutt

Team Dinner at
Nadeem Buffet

Bahawalpur Area Ofﬁce

Team Aftar at Ofﬁce

!Unforgettable
Moments

Quality
Assurance
Department

IAS Dept University of the Punjab

HR Representatives at Job Fair
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